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Abstract
Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) is the official language used in formal communications while Dialectal Arabic (DA) refers to the
spoken languages in different Arab countries and regions, and they are widely used on social media for daily communications. There
are differences between DA and MSA at almost all levels, and resources for DA are very limited compared to MSA. In this paper, we
present Dial2MSA corpus; the first and largest corpus of dialectal tweets with translations to MSA as provided by large number of
native speakers through crowdsourcing. We describe how we collected the tweets, annotated them and measured translation quality. We
aim that Dial2MSA can promote researches in understanding and quantifying differences between DA and MSA, dialect identification,
converting DA to MSA (hence using MSA resources) and machine translation (MT) among other applications. Roughly, the corpus
contains 5,500 and 5,000 tweets written in Egyptian and Maghrebi dialects with verified MSA translations (16,000 and 8,000 pairs in
order), and 6,000 tweets written in Levantine and Gulf dialects with MSA translations (18,000 pairs for each without verification). The
corpus is freely available for research purposes.
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1. Introduction
Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) is the lingua franca of
the Arab world, and it’s used in official communications
and speeches such as books, educational materials and
newspapers. On the other hand, Dialectal Arabic (DA)
refers to local dialects (or languages) spoken in different
countries and regions, and they differ from country to
another and sometime from city to another in vocabulary,
morphology, and spelling among other things. These
dialects are widely used on daily interactions and on social
media platforms such as Facebook and Twitter.

Conventionally, researchers in the Arabic Natural Lan-
guage Processing (NLP) field divide DA into major
dialectal groups, namely: Egyptian (EGY), Maghrebi
(MGR) spoken in the Maghreb region or North Africa,
Levantine (LEV) spoken in the Levant, Gulf (GLF) spoken
in the Arabic Peninsula, and Iraqi (IRQ). Sometimes IRQ
is considers as one of the Gulf dialects.

There are many resources for MSA, such as large an-
notated corpora and tools, for different NLP tasks (e.g
morphological analysis, parsing, machine translation, etc.)
which generally achieve high scores. Compared to MSA,
DA suffers from lack of resources. One possible solution
for some tasks is to convert DA to MSA (i.e. use MSA as
a pivot language or a bridge) such as researches done by
(Bakr et al., 2008), (Al-Gaphari and Al-Yadoumi, 2010),
(Sawaf, 2010), (Sajjad et al., 2013), (Salloum and Habash,
2013) and (Shaalan, 2016) to enhance translating DA to
English.

Moreover, there is a lot of work in the MT field to convert
from a resource-poor language to other languages by
pivoting on a closely-related resource-rich language such
as in (Durrani et al., 2010), (Hajič et al., 2000), and (Nakov
and Tiedemann, 2012). This conversion can be done at
different levels: character level transformation, word level

translation or language-specific rules.

Dialect to MSA conversion or translation is usually per-
formed using handcrafted rules and heuristics that require
deep linguistic knowledge and extensive manual efforts.
As reported by (Sajjad et al., 2013), conversion can also be
done using translation methods but generally this requires
parallel data (pairs of DA and MSA) which is not available.
They manually created a lookup table of EGY-MSA words,
and applied an automatic character-level transformation
model to change EGY to something similar to MSA, and
this gave a gain of 1.87 BLEU points for translating EGY
to English.

In this paper, we introduce Dial2MSA; a new large-scale
corpus of DA-MSA pairs of tweets for major dialects
(EGY, MGR, LEV and GLF) as written by native speakers.
We aim to support the field of dialectal NLP and reduce
the effort of building linguistic rules for conversion by
providing parallel data that can be used by statistical
machine translation (SMT) techniques between these
closely-related languages.

It is worth mentioning that Dial2MSA is different than
the Arabic multi-dialectal parallel corpus published by
(Bouamor et al., 2014) in different aspects:

• Bouamor’s corpus contains translations of 2,000
EGY sentences to Palestinian, Syrian, Jordanian and
Tunisian dialects in addition to MSA. Starting from
EGY can be considered as biased input, and does not
give the variety and naturalness found in native tweets
written in these dialects.

• Each sentence in Bouamor’s corpus is translated by
only one person (the same person) per dialect, and in
our corpus hundreds of native speakers participated in
the translation process (multiple translations for each
tweet) which guarantees wide range of opinions.



• Our corpus size is bigger.

Next sections have details about corpus collection, annota-
tion and measuring translation quality. Then some statistics
and examples are provided.

2. Data Collection
From a corpus of 175M Arabic tweets collected during
March 20141, we filtered tweets using very strong dialectal
words for each major dialect to extract dialectal tweets.
These dialectal words (140 words) are mostly function
words that are used exclusively in each dialect and
they were revised by native speakers. Initial list was
obtained from (Mubarak and Darwish, 2014b) then
it was revised manually for better quality. Examples
are shown in Table 1 and the full list can be down-
loaded from http://alt.qcri.org/˜hmubarak/
EGY-MGR-LEV-GLF-StrongWords.zip.

Dialect Examples of dialectal words
EGY ø
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very much, why, like this
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�
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ë

like this, for, really
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�
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how, what happened, not natural

Table 1: Strong dialectal words

For each dialect, we removed duplicate tweets, and selected
tweets having lengths between 25 and 90 Arabic characters
without counting mentions, URL’s, etc. (roughly between
5 and 15 words), then selected random 6,000 tweets for the
next annotation process.

3. Data Annotation
We created annotation jobs (Task1), one for each dialect,
on CrowdFlower2 (CF) where we showed dialectal tweets
to annotators and asked them to provide corresponding
MSA translations or conversions to have pairs of DA-MSA.
Annotators were selected from the the countries that speak
the target dialect (e.g. for MGR, annotators are restricted
to be from Maghreb countries).

For quality control, we used the code and applicable best
practices suggested by (Wray et al., 2015) and (Mubarak,
2017b) to prevent, as much as possible, bad annotations
for different types of poor translation. Each dialectal
tweet was converted to MSA by different annotators (5 for
EGY and 3 for other dialects), and around 200 annotators
contributed in each annotation task. This gives a wide

1Using Twitter API (http://dev.twitter.com) with
language filter assigned to “lang:ar”

2Crowdsourcing platform: www.crowdflower.com

diversity of opinions needed for such tasks. Figure 1 shows
a sample EGY tweet and its MSA translations as provided
by different annotators.

Figure 1: CF Task1: Converting DA to MSA

Quality of annotation at CF can be increased by using test
questions where we provide their correct or gold answers,
and annotators must pass a minimum threshold (typically
70%) of these test questions to continue. But because CF
has limited capabilities in text comparison, and sentences
can be expressed in many different ways, it’s hard to list
all possible forms of MSA sentences that can be used as
gold answers to test questions. So to increase quality of
the provided DA-MSA pairs, we created another annotation
job for each dialect (Task2) to verify whether each pair is
correct (i.e. having same meaning) or not. In this task,
quality was controlled by using 50 test questions (correct
pairs), and annotators should pass successfully a threshold
of 80% to consider their work. Each pair was judged by 3
annotators who speak the target dialect. Sample annotation
is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: CF Task2: Verify DA-MSA pairs

Translation jobs were completed for all dialects, and
verification jobs of of the collected pairs were launched
and completed for EGY and MGR because there are many
annotators from theses regions (33% and 30% in order as
obtained from recent surveys for Arab annotators on CF
(Mubarak and Darwish, 2016)). We plan to verify collected
pairs for other dialects as well.

http://alt.qcri.org/~hmubarak/EGY-MGR-LEV-GLF-StrongWords.zip
http://alt.qcri.org/~hmubarak/EGY-MGR-LEV-GLF-StrongWords.zip
http://dev.twitter.com
www.crowdflower.com


Figures 3, 4, 5, and 6 show examples of dialectal tweets
for each dialect and their MSA translations as provided
by annotators. Dialectal words and their equivalent MSA
words are marked with different colors.

Figure 3: Example of EGY to MSA conversion

Figure 4: Example of MGR to MSA conversion

Figure 5: Example of LEV to MSA conversion

4. Data Quality
To get a rough estimate about the quality of obtained
translations, we randomly selected 100 EGY tweets and
their verified MSA translations (410 sentences), and asked
a professional linguist to do needed corrections to make
MSA sentences free of spelling and grammar errors, and
retain the whole meaning of original tweets3.

For comparison, we normalized MSA translations,
before and after linguistic revision, to solve common
spelling mistakes in some letters. For example, we
converted all shapes of Hamza to plain Alif, Alif
Maqsoura to dotted Yaa, and Taa Marbouta to Haa
( �
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B@),

and removed punctuation marks. Correcting such errors is
fairly easy and can achieve high accuracy by consulting a
large clean corpus such as of Aljazeera.net as shown
in (Mubarak and Darwish, 2014a). The overlap between
translations before and after linguistic revision was 90% in-
dicating high annotation quality obtained from non-experts.

3Linguistic corrections can be downloaded from:
http://alt.qcri.org/˜hmubarak/
EGY2MSA-sample-correction.zip

Figure 6: Example of GLF to MSA conversion

Figure 7 shows examples of MSA translations obtained
from CF, and their corrections for the EGY tweet:
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Spelling and grammar errors and their corrections are
marked in different colors. Most errors are common and
can be recovered, and there are some grammatical errors
(case ending) and few split/merge errors. We estimate
MSA translations for other dialects to have similar accu-
racy and they all need spelling correction.

We noticed that some translations are a bit unnatural, and
this can be checked probably by using language models
trained on MSA. We leave this for future work.

For tweets having multiple translations, if we want to
get the best translation with minimum errors, we can use
ROVER algorithm to combine these translations. ROVER
(Recognizer output voting error reduction) (Fiscus, 1997) is
used in automatic speech recognition to implement a ”vot-
ing” or rescoring process for combining outputs of multiple
speech recognizers (translations in our case). It seeks to re-
duce word error rates by exploiting differences in the nature
of the errors in multiple outputs as shown in Figure 8.

5. Preliminary Data Analysis
Statistics about Dial2MSA corpus are listed in Table 2 and
it can be downloaded from http://alt.qcri.org/

˜hmubarak/EGY-MGR-LEV-GLF-2-MSA.zip.

We started by 6,000 tweets for each dialect, and approx-
imately for EGY and MGR, we obtained 5,500 and 5,000
tweets4 with 16,000 and 8,000 verified MSA translations
respectively, i.e. almost half the annotations of Task1 were
approved in Task2. For LEV and GLF, we have 18,000
MSA translations per each and they need verification.

For the verified DA-MSA pairs for EGY and MGR, we
calculated number of words, average number of words per
sentence, and the Overlap Coefficient (OC) (#common
words in DA and MSA / minimum length) as suggested
by (Bouamor et al., 2014) for normalized words. Results
are shown in Table 3. Their OC values for Egyptian and
Tunisian dialects are 0.45 and 0.31 in order.

6. Resource Description and Benefits
In this paper, we created Dial2MSA; a corpus of parallel
pairs of DA tweets and their conversions or translations to

4 All translations of some tweets were rejected

Aljazeera.net
http://alt.qcri.org/~hmubarak/EGY2MSA-sample-correction.zip
http://alt.qcri.org/~hmubarak/EGY2MSA-sample-correction.zip
http://alt.qcri.org/~hmubarak/EGY-MGR-LEV-GLF-2-MSA.zip
http://alt.qcri.org/~hmubarak/EGY-MGR-LEV-GLF-2-MSA.zip


Figure 7: Linguistic revision example of MSA translations

Dialect #Orginial #MSA #Verified MSA % #Tweets Average
Tweets (Task1) (Task2) having MSA #MSA/Tweet

EGY 6,000 30,000 16,355 55% 5,565 2.94
MGR 6,000 18,000 7,912 44% 4,953 1.6
LEV 6,000 18,000 - - - -
GLF 6,000 18,000 - - - -

Table 2: Statistics about Dial2MSA corpus

Figure 8: Aligning different outputs using ROVER

MSA as obtained from native speakers. We used crowd-
sourcing platform with quality control settings applied at
different levels to have high quality of annotations with a
wide variety of opinions which is normally not available
in traditional companies. The cost of annotation jobs is
less expensive and progress is fast compared to normal
workers, and quality is comparable to language experts.

The obtained parallel DA-MSA pairs can help in un-
derstanding and quantifying similarities and differences
between DA and MSA at different levels (phonology,
morphology, and syntax), and enhancing dialectal Arabic
NLP. Conversion was applied at sentence level (i.e. context
is considered) which gives high accuracy.

Mapping between DA and MSA at different levels (char-
acters, words or patterns) can be obtained automatically
with high accuracy using alignment techniques because
in most cases, there are no much differences in word
order between them. This reduces the need for writing
linguistic rules for DA to MSA conversion which requires
a lot of experience and effort. For example, we can use
Smith-Waterman algorithm5 to align dialectal words and
MSA counterparts with high accuracy as shown in Figure 9.

MSA words can also be used as pivots to align dialectal

5https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Smith-Waterman_algorithm

words in different dialects having the same meaning, ex:
. . A

	
Jk , A

	
Jm�

	
' , A

	
Jk@


= 	ám�

	
' (writing variations of “we” in MSA

and DA).

Figure 9: Examples of aligning DA and MSA

7. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we presented Dial2MSA; a corpus of DA
tweets and their translations to MSA. This is the first and
largest corpus available for DA to MSA conversion where
original raw tweets are written by native speakers for each
dialect which gives the needed naturalness and diversity
found on social media sites.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Smith-Waterman_algorithm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Smith-Waterman_algorithm


Dialect #Words #Words #Unique Words #Unique Words #Words/sentence #Words/sentence Overlap
(Tweets) (MSA) (Tweets) (MSA) (Tweets) (MSA) Coeff.

EGY 77,800 206,989 17,399 31,288 13.9 12.6 0.33
MGR 53,351 85,557 18,856 19,908 10.7 10.8 0.38

Table 3: Statistics about verified DA-MSA translation pairs

Translations of tweets are provided by native speakers
through crowdsourcing, and each tweet is translated (and
translations are verified) by different annotators to have
variety of opinions. We measured quality of samples from
the obtained pairs and showed that it’s comparable to
quality of language experts. The corpus is freely available
for research purposes.

We plan to study the usefulness of this corpus on automatic
translation of DA to MSA, translation across dialects,
and from DA to English through pivoting on MSA. Also,
we plan to correct spelling and grammar mistakes in the
annotations and revise the automatic alignment to have
more accurate and rich data.

It’s worth mentioning that in (Mubarak, 2017a), translat-
ing EGY to MSA was applied at word level (i.e. lookup
table) without having translations of complete tweets. For
example, the word ��. was translated to 	áºË , ¡

�
®

	
¯ (only,

but). We estimate that translating complete tweets (such as
in Dial2MSA corpus) would be more useful, and can pro-
duce a more fluent translation to MSA, and therefore better
translation to English for example. Besides, using align-
ment algorithms can extract entries in DA-MSA lookup ta-
bles accurately especially for common words. Benefits of
using translations of complete tweets over (or maybe with)
individual words need to be experimented.
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